1. Introduction. We shall use the following notation throughout:
Aw denotes an rXr matrix A; J(r) denotes the r-rowed identity matrix; 0 will be used for a zero matrix of appropriate size. Congruence of matrices will be interpreted as elementwise congruence.
We write a\b to indicate that a divides b. Lower case italic letters will always denote integers.
Let Gt be the proper unimodular group consisting of all tXt matrices with integral elements and determinant +1. For a fixed partition: t = r+s of t into two positive integers r and s, and for a fixed positive integer n, define the subgroup (1) GrAn)= §_Cr 7?JGG': C^0(modn)Y
We shall prove: Special cases of this have been proved in [l ] and [3] .
In the case where t = 2r, define (F4<r> B "I B = 0(modm),) (4) GT(m, n) = \\ G dr: }.
U C D^\ C = 0 (mod n) )
Then we shall show: Theorem 2. Let H be a group satisfying (5) Gr(m, n)CHC G2r.
If (m, n) = 1, then there exist integersmx, nx withmx\m,nx\n, and (6) H = Gr(mx, Mi).
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A special case of this (with r = l) was proved in [2], where it was also shown that the hypothesis (m, n) = 1 could not be dropped.
To generalize further, let n = (wi, • • • , w(_i), and define (7) G,(n) = Gx,t-X(nj) C\ G2,t-2(nj) C\ ■ ■ • C\ Gt-X,x(nt-X).
Thus an element AfGGt lies in G((n) if and only if for every partition t = r+s (1 grgr -1) we have V A^ B 1 M = , C = 0 (mod nj).
IC D^J
We shall prove: We shall use this to deduce that every matrix is permissible. Since already S(X)^H for all X, it will then follow from Lemma 2 that 77 = Gr,8(w), and the theorem will be proved. 
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Since also UY^V is permissible for all Z7GGS, FGGv, we find that every matrix whose entries are all zeros except for a single 1, must be permissible. Therefore all matrices are permissible, and Theorem 1 is proved. Proof. This lemma follows readily from Lemma 3 in the same way that Lemma 2 follows from Lemma 1.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3. Let m, n be chosen as in the above lemma, and let II be a group such that C,(nm) C 77 C Gt(n). (14) nr\G,(an) = Gt(nm).
Suppose that 77^G,(mn); then 77" must contain an element M such that for each r (1 grgi-1) we have Call a lower triangular matrix in Gt permissible if it is an element of II. The above-constructed IF is permissible. If we can show that all lower triangular matrices in c7((n) are permissible, then using Lemma 5 we will deduce that H -Gt(n), and Theorem 3 will be established. Now we remark that the matrix YT was determined only modulo mr, and hence since (mr, nT) = l, we could have chosen the permissible matrix IF so that instead of (15) Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 2. The only additional fact needed is that the matrix Y determined by Equation (11) can be chosen to be symmetric, since the symmetry oi AoC implies that of CA^K We now have Theorem 4 . Let m, n be positive integers, and let H be a group such that Yt(mn) C 77 C Tt(n).
